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Freemium edition of Cloud Insights released

Monitoring all of the on-premises equipment, public cloud and hybrid equipment
Secure data behind the scenes

Reduce troubleshooting time for equipment

Reduce cost of running infrastructure

https://cloud.netapp.com/cloud-insights

Demo time

Acquisition Unit

The world is not just VMs on compute with backend storage
Platforms are now being built that rely on micro services 

Coming out with a data warehouse to support more data and forecasting

Companies concerned about data going to SaaS offerings
Security built into the product that helps. Can configure certain data collectors to only 
look at certain devices
On-Command Insight can be deployed on-premises

Stored in a SQL DB, can be exported, can also be exported to csv, print to PDF, etc

Make the dashboards dynamic with variables

Widget library

“You don’t want your monitoring system just to be generating noise”

****We’re as read-only as we possibly can be. Being actionable puts you in a 
conversation where you’re doing something with the infrastructure that may 
not be appropriate**** 

Working on a series of blog posts about what customers have told them on what to 
do when you see different things with third-party devices

Is there an open API available? Not yet, but constantly monitoring the market space. 
Currently use Telegraph agents. Nimble will be added to the list in the next week, for 
example. 

Not seeing anxiety about going to the cloud that they used to



Ability to tag the data - annotate objects in the system
If objects are already tagged, add the tag name in Cloud Insight and the value 
comes through
“Tag sprawl” is a problem in companies though :)

*Kubernetes Support
Monoliths versus Micro-services

Why K8s?
Micro-services can run anywhere
They can be highly dynamic
There can be many more of them

They need orchestrating as to where they run, how much of the infrastructure they 
consume and how they should behave 

The full picture
- There are application services running in the environment
- There are operating systems and hardware underneath

*Cost Optimisation with Cloud Insights
Customer Concerns
Understanding
- What’s my last few months cost?
- What’s my current month running cost
- Cost broken down by AWS service, account, region?
- Does it meet the budget?
Analysing
- Real time cost analysis to alert on sudden rise in cost
- Project cost over period of time



Optimising
- Save costs by using “reserved instances”
- Right sizing compute resources
- Remove waste: idle EC2 instances, unattached EBS volumes, unused reserved 
instances
- Spot instance use

*Securing Data Access with Cloud Insights

Alert and then take actions against those alerts

 



Analyse entities across data fabric
To accurately identify breaches, every user activity, across on-premises and hybrid 
cloud environments, is captured and analysed.
Form communities
To understand risky user behaviour, it’s important to identify the user’s true “virtual” 
working communities. Cloud insights - secure forms communities of users based on 
common file access patterns and establish a baseline of a community’s typical user
Detect anomalies and take action
CI - Secure uses advanced machine learning algorithms to automatically uncover 
unusual data activity. Alerting via email on a potential threat before they become 
breaches

A simple SaaS Solution
Simple turn key solution to organisational data with minimal effort
Time to value
- quick deployment
- no manual rules configuration
- no professional services
Automatic anomaly detection based on AI / ML
SaaS
- no upgrades
- no maintenance 
- part of cloud Insights 
Scalable from small and medium sized businesses over departments to global 
enterprises

Data Collection
- data is collected using a lightweight, stateless data collector agent





Alerting and Impact Analysis

Forensic



What we do differently?
No rigid rule set or black / White listing
- CI - secure is built from the ground up to work on a machine learning algorithm to 
detect threats and suspicious behaviour
Not relying on static groups for peer definition
- build and AI / ML to automatically detect peers and compare behaviour of the 
custodian to his peers
Not relying on a single alert
- CI - Secure enables the user to correlate ll incidents to get an accurate and hast 
decision
No need to customise intensely over week and month
 - CI - Secure can be deployed within 30 minutes and need no additional customising 
beside giving access to LDAP / AD and the impacted user

*Demo


